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BOUQUETS REVISITED AND EQUIVARIANT ELLIPTIC
COHOMOLOGY
M. VERGNE
Abstract. Let M be a spin manifold with action of a compact Lie group G.
We review the construction of bouquets of analytic equivariant cohomology classes
and of K-integration. Given an elliptic curve E, we introduce, as in Grojnowski,
elliptic bouquets of germs of holomorphic equivariant cohomology classes on M .
Following Bott-Taubes and Rosu, we show that integration of an elliptic bouquet
is well defined. In particular, this imply Witten’s rigidity theorem. Our systematic
use of the Chern-Weil construction of equivariant classes allows us to simplify some
technical details.
1. Introduction
Let G be a real compact connected Lie group acting on a compact manifold M .
In [6], we defined bouquets (αg)g∈G of equivariant forms on M , satisfying some
"descent properties". Here we view a bouquet as a section of a sheaf SKG(M) on G.
The bouquet construction in [6] can be seen as an equivariant de Rham model for
equivariant K-theory.
Assume M has a G-invariant spin structure. We defined in [6] the direct image of
a bouquet, in particular integration. At any g ∈ G, the integration of αg is a germ
of an analytic function at g, and the integration of a global section is an analytic
function on G. If V →M is a G-equivariant complex vector bundle, then V gives rise
to the bouquet of Chern characters bch(V) = (Ch(g,V))g∈G, a global section of this
sheaf. The delocalized index formula of Berline-Vergne [3] shows that the integration
of this bouquet is the equivariant index Θ(g) of the Dirac operator D twisted by V
and this property dictates the notion of integration of bouquets. Consider to simplify
the case where G = S1 = {u ∈ C; |u| = 1}. Then Θ(u) is the restriction to S1 of a
holomorphic function on C∗. However, the Atiyah-Bott-Segal fixed point formula for
Θ(u) seems to have poles on |u| = 1, in particular for u = 1. One of our motivations
to introduce bouquets and integration was to give a valid formula for Θ(u) as a germ
of analytic function at any point u ∈ S1. This technic of descent, already present
in Harish-Chandra, is essential in the case of infinite dimensional representations to
define formulae for characters near any point g ∈ G
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Assume that M is a spin manifold. Witten [13] has introduced a formal series
Wq =
∑
n≥0 q
n/2Vn of complex tensor vector bundles on M . The (ordinary) index Θ
of the Dirac operator on M twisted by Wq is a formal series Θ(q) =
∑
n≥0 cnq
n/2 in
q1/2. Assume furthermore thatM is provided with an action of G = S1 = {u; |u| = 1}
preserving the spin structure. Then the equivariant index Θ(q, u) =
∑
n≥0 cn(u)q
n/2
is now a formal series of functions of u ∈ C∗. Witten conjectured that in fact Θ(q, u)
does not depend of u. This is the famous Witten rigidity conjecture, soon proved by
several authors notably Bott-Taubes [4]. Let us outline their approach. Fix q = e2iπτ
with τ in the upper half plane. Let Lτ = (Z+Zτ) be the corresponding lattice in C.
We identify the Lie algebra g of S1 with R, with exponential map g→ S1 given by
x 7→ e2iπx and gC with C with exponential map gC → GC = C∗ given by z 7→ e2iπz.
If z ∈ C, then it is easy to see that the series z 7→ Θ(q, e2iπz) defines a meromorphic
function on the elliptic curve Eτ = C/Lτ , with possible poles on a finite set of
"special points" of finite order. The transfer formula of Bott-Taubes shows that this
function in fact has no poles. Since Eτ is compact, z 7→ Θ(q, e2iπz) does not depend
of z.
When G = S1 is acting on a spin manifold M , Ioanid Rosu [11] considered Gro-
jnowski sheaf [7] of equivariant elliptic cohomology E llG(M, τ). A section of this
sheaf will be called an "elliptic bouquet". When M is a point, then E llG(M, τ) is
the sheaf O(Eτ ). Inspired by Bott-Taubes proof, Rosu defined a τ -integration of a
section of O(Eτ ) using a generalized transfer formula, which insures consistency of
integration at different points. If the section is defined over an open set U ⊂ Eτ , its
integral is an holomorphic function on U . The τ -integration of a global section is a
holomorphic function defined everywhere on Eτ , this is a constant cτ . By considering
the global section w = 1, this gives a proof of the rigidity theorem of Witten for
the series Wq. Although Rosu’s proof (that we basically reproduce here) might be
considered as less elegant than Liu’s approach [8], it is (in principle) a finer result
since it allows integration of any elliptic bouquet on a fixed elliptic curve, and not
only of the bouquet w = 1. Rosu defined also direct images of elliptic bouquets for
fibrations π : M → B . In particular, applying it again to w = 1, it implies the
generalization of Witten rigidity theorem for families at the level of Chern character
proved by Liu and Ma [9]. However the result of rigidity in K-theory [10] is outside
the reach of equivariant elliptic cohomology technics.
The purpose of this note is to review, and somewhat simplify, Rosu’s construction
of elliptic bouquets and integration.
We give models of sheafs for equivariant cohomology, equivariant K theory, and
equivariant elliptic cohomology. We have restricted ourselves to define push-forward
M → point. We make a systematic use of the Chern Weil map in equivariant coho-
mology, in particular integration of our equivariant classes gives germs of holomorphic
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functions on Eτ by construction. This simplifies some technical details. Theorem
7.16 which is an equality of invariant functions (depending of an element γ ∈ Eτ ) on
so(N) implies Bott-Taubes transfer formula and does not require geometry. It allows
to glue germs at different points γ of Eτ . We start by reviewing integration on the
sheaf SKG(M) since the proof of the consistency of integration is very similar.
2. Germs of equivariant forms and bouquets
To simplify the exposition, in this article, we assume that G is a torus, and M
compact.
We recall in this section the definition of bouquets of equivariant forms for analytic
coefficients. Various versions of bouquets in more general situations are given in
[6] ,[12].
For characteristic classes, we adopt the conventions of [1]. In particular the en-
noying’s 2π occur in integration formulae and not in the definition of characteristic
classes associated to connections.
Let G be a compact torus with Lie algebra g. Let M be a G-manifold.
We denote by SM =
d
dǫ
exp(−ǫS) · m|ǫ=0 the vector field on M produced by the
infinitesimal action of −S ∈ g. We denote by MG the set of fixed points of the
action of G in M .
If s ∈ G, we denote by M(s) the fixed point of s in M . If S ∈ g, we denote by
M(S) the set of zeroes of the vector field SM . Let S ∈ g, s ∈ G, then if Y ∈ g is
sufficiently small, M(S + Y ) = M(S) ∩M(Y ), and M(s exp Y ) = M(s) ∩M(Y ).
Since G is abelian, M(s) and M(S) are G-invariant.
Let A(M) be the space of complex valued differential forms on M . We consider it
as a Z/2Z graded space. Define the space AG(g,M) of G-equivariant forms as the
space of G-equivariant maps X 7→ α(X) from g to A(M) which depends analytically
of X ∈ g. In our present abelian case, these are maps α : g → A(M)G. Let d
be the de Rham differential, and ι(XM) be the contraction by the vector field XM .
The odd operator D = d − ι(XM) is well defined on AG(g,M) and D2 = 0. We
define HG(g,M) as the Z/2Z graded cohomology space of D. We often write an
element α ∈ HG(g,M) as α(X), meaning a representant X 7→ α(X) such that
(d − ι(XM))α(X) = 0. There is a natural map HG(g,M) → H∗(M) given by
α 7→ α(0).
Let S ∈ g, we have a map τS : AG(g,M) → AG(g,M(S)) defined by τSα(X) =
α(S +X)|M(S). Since SM vanishes on M(S), this operator commute with the differ-
entials and induce an application τS : HG(g,M)→HG(g,M(S)).
We choose a scalar product on g, and, for a > 0, let Ba ⊂ g be the open ball
of radius a. Define the space AG(Ba,M) as the space of G-equivariant forms X 7→
α(X) defined on Ba and HG(Ba,M) as the Z/2Z graded cohomology space of D on
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AG(Ba,M). If b < a, there is a natural restriction map HG(Ba,M) → HG(Bb,M).
This allows us to define
H[G](M) = lim
a→0
HG(Ba,M),
the space of germs at 0 of equivariant cohomology classes (with analytic coefficients).
If α(0) ∈ H∗(M) is invertible, then α−1(X) := 1
α(X)
is in H[G](M).
If α(X) ∈ H[G](M), and M is oriented, then X 7→
∫
M
α(X) is a germ at 0
of an analytic function on g.
We now define the sheaf SHg(M) on g for equivariant cohomology. If S ∈ g, the
stalk is the space H[G](M(S)) of germs of G-equivariant classes on M(S).
Definition 2.1. A collection b = (bS)S∈U of elements bS ∈ H[G](M(S)) is a section
of SHg(M) over U if and only if given S ∈ U , there exists a > 0 sufficiently small
such that
1) S +Ba ⊂ U
2) M(S + Y ) =M(S) ∩M(Y ) for all Y ∈ Ba.
3) There exists a representative of bS defined on Ba such that
bS(Y +X)|M(S+Y ) = bS+Y (X)
as elements of H[G](M(S + Y )) for every Y ∈ Ba.
We write informally:
bS(Y +X)|M(S+Y ) = bS+Y (X)
for S ∈ U , Y sufficiently small. This is an equality of germs, that is an equality in
H[G](M(S + Y )).
If M is a point, the sheaf SHg(M) is the sheaf of analytic functions on g.
Similarly we define a sheaf SKG(M) on G for equivariant K-theory. If g ∈ G,
the stalk at g is the space H[G](M(g)) of germs of G-equivariant classes on M(g). A
collection α = (αg)g∈U of elements αg ∈ H[G](M(g)) is a section of SKG(M) over U
if and only if (with formal definition as in Definition 2.1) we have
αg(Y +X)|M(g expY ) = αg exp Y (X)
for g ∈ U , Y sufficiently small so that g expY ∈ U , andM(g exp Y ) = M(g)∩M(Y ).
This is an equality in H[G](M(g exp Y )). Such a collection (αg) will be called a
bouquet of equivariant forms.
If M is a point, SKG(M) is the sheaf of analytic functions on G.
Let us recall the construction of equivariant characteristic classes.
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We will say that a vector bundle W → M has typical fiber a (real or complex)
vector spaceW and structure groupH if locallyW = U×W with transition functions
gij over Ui∩Uj valued in a group H provided with an homomorphism H → GL(W ).
One of the relevant example in this note is a vector bundleW with spin structure. So
here N is an oriented Euclidean space and H = Spin(N), a double cover of SO(N).
Also if W is a G-equivariant vector bundle over a connected manifold M , and
g ∈ G acts trivially on M , then we can choose local trivialization U ×W so that the
vertical action of g onW is constant (since G is compact), so the structure groupH of
W can be reduced to GL(W, g), where GL(W, g) is the subgroup of transformations
of W commuting with g.
Let N → M be a G-equivariant real vector bundle of rank r. Choosing a G-
invariant connection ∇, one defines the equivariant curvature R(X) of N (see [2],
see also [1], Chapter 7 ). Then, for X ∈ g, R(X) = µ(X) + Ω is a End(N ) valued
differential form on M . Here Ω = ∇2 is the usual curvature of ∇ (a two-form valued
in End(N )), and µ(X) a function on M with value in End(N ). If SM vanishes on
M , we will repeatedly use the property
(2.1) R(S +X) = L(S) +R(X)
where L(S) denotes the endomorphism of N produced by the action of S on the
fibers of N .
If R 7→ Φ(R) is a GL(r) invariant polynomial function on gl(r), the Chern Weil
homomorphism associate to the polynomial function Φ an equivariant characteristic
class denoted by cw(Φ)(X) on M . This is the class of the equivariant closed form
X 7→ Φ(R(X)), that is we replace the scalar valued matrix R by R(X) which is a
matrix with coefficients even differential forms on M .
Let Φ be a germ (at 0) of a GL(r) invariant analytic function on gl(r). Since the
dependance of µ(X) in X in linear and Ω nilpotent, (and M compact), cw(Φ)(X) is
in H[G](M). Similarly let H → GL(W ) be a Lie group with Lie algebra h. If Φ is a
germ (at 0) of a H-invariant analytic function on h, and W → M a vector bundle
with typical fiber W and structure group H , cw(Φ)(X) is in H[G](M).
If s ∈ GL(W ), we denote by GL(W, s) the group of transformation of W commut-
ing with s, with Lie algebra gl(W, s), etc...
Let N be an Euclidean vector space. The function R 7→ detN(R) is a SO(N)
invariant polynomial on so(N) (identically 0, unless dimN is even). An orientation
oN on N determines a square root det
1/2
N,oN
(R) = Pfaff(R). Conversely, if S ∈ so(N)
is invertible, S determines an orientation oS on N such that det
1/2
N,oS
(S) > 0.
Let N = Re1⊕Re2, with orthonormal basis e1, e2 and orientation given by e1 ∧ e2
Let R ∈ so(N) given by Re1 = θe2, Re2 = −θe1, then det1/2N,oN (R) = θ.
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Let M be a G manifold and N → M be a G-equivariant oriented real vector
bundle with typical fiber N and orientation oN . Choose a G invariant Euclidean
structure on N . The Euler class Eul(N , oN )(X) of the bundle N → M is the
image by the Chern Weil homomorphism of the function R 7→ det1/2N,oN (R). So
Eul(N , oN )(X) = det1/2N ,oN (R(X)) where R(X) is the equivariant curvature of an
invariant Euclidean connection. Its equivariant cohomology class does not depend of
the choice of Euclidean structure on N nor of a choice of Euclidean connection. Let
S ∈ g such that SM = 0. Then Eul(N , oN )(S +X) = det1/2N ,oN (L(S) +R(X)). If the
transformation L(S) produced by S on the fibers of N is invertible, the equivariant
cohomology class X 7→ Eul(N , oN )(S + X) is invertible at X = 0. We recall the
BV localization formula [2]. If M is a compact oriented manifold (not necessarily
connected), for S ∈ g, the normal bundle N = TM/TM(S) of M(S) in M is an
oriented even dimensional vector bundle with orientation oS associated to the in-
vertible action of S on fibers. The manifold M(S) might not be connected. Each
connected component CS of M(S) is contained in a connected component C of M
and dim(C) − dim(CS) is even valued. This provides a locally constant function
(dimM − dimM(S))/2 on M(S). The manifold M(S) can be oriented by the quo-
tient orientation of M and (N , oS) (here and later, since N is even dimensional, we
do not care on order defining quotient orientations).
If oM is the orientation of M , and oM(S) an orientation of M(S), we denote by
oM/oM(S) the corresponding orientation of TM/TM(S). If α is a germ of equivariant
cohomology class at 0, then
∫
M
α(X) is a germ of analytic function at X = 0.
Furthermore,
∫
M
α(S +X) =
∫
M(S)
(−2π)(dimM−dimM(S))/2 α(S +X)
Eul(TM/TM(S), oM/oM(S))(S +X)
for X small enough.
If M is compact oriented, and α is an equivariant closed class with polynomial
coefficients, then X 7→ ∫
M
α(X) is a polynomial function on g which depends only
of the cohomology class of α. We extend this integration to sections of the
sheaf SH(g,M): let α = (αS)S∈U be a section of the sheaf SHg(M) over an open
set U ∈ g. For each S ∈ U , we define a germ IS of analytic function at S by
IS(S +X) =
∫
M(S)
(−2π)−dimM(S)/2 αS(X)
Eul(TM/TM(S), oM/oM(S))(S +X)
for X small enough. (Here and later, M(S) might not be connected, so dimM(S) is
a locally constant function on M(S). The orientation on M(S) is deduced from the
orientation on M and the orientation oS of TM/TM(S).)
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So IS is a germ in S ∈ U of an analytic function. By definition of the sheaf
SHg(M) and the BV localization formula, we see that there exists a function I on U
such that IS(S +X) = I(S +X). Indeed, for Y small, the BV localization formula
implies IS(S + (Y +X)) = IS+Y ((S + Y ) +X), when X is small enough.
To define K-integration on SKG(M), we need the equivariant Aˆ class.
Let V be a real vector space. Let R ∈ gl(V ). Then
j(V )(R) = det
V
(
eR/2 − e−R/2
R
)
is a GL(V ) invariant function, such that j(V )(0) = 1. So j−1/2(V ) defines a germ of
analytic function on gl(V ), with j−1/2(V )(0) = 1. When R is trace less, j(V )(R) is
also equal to detV (
eR−1
R
).
Definition 2.2. If V is a real vector bundle onM with typical fiber V , the equivariant
Aˆ class on V is denoted by Aˆ(V)(X) and is the image by the Chern Weil map of
j−1/2(V ). If V = TM is the tangent bundle, we denote this equivariant class by
Aˆ(M)(X).
So X 7→ Aˆ(V)(X) is an element of H[G](M).
The K-theoretical integration of a bouquet b = (bg)g∈U , defined on a small neigh-
borhood U of 1 ∈ G, is the germ at 1 ∈ G of the analytic function θ on G such that
for X ∈ g, small enough,
θ(expX) =
∫
M
(−2iπ)−(dimM)/2b1(X)Aˆ(M)(X).
This formula suggests the K-integration formula everywhere . However, we need
that M(g) is oriented for any g ∈ G. When M has a G invariant spin structure,
this is the case. In the next section, we recall some facts on the spinor group, in
particular we explain why M(g) is oriented.
3. The spinor group and some invariant functions
We follow the notations of [1], chapter 6.
Let N be an even Euclidean vector space. We denote by Clifford(N) the Clifford
algebra of N . When N = {0}, then Clifford(N) = C. If N = N0 ⊕ N1 is the direct
sum of two Euclidean spaces, then Clifford(N) is the tensor product of Clifford(N0)
and Clifford(N1). We consider Spin(N) ⊂ Clifford(N). This is a connected compact
Lie group, except when N = {0}, where Spin(N) = {±1}. In the subsequent
definitions, we avoid the case where N = {0}, where definitions have to be adapted!.
There is a symbol map isomorphism σ : Clifford(N) → ΛN . Let g ∈ Spin(N).
Then g acts on N by a special orthogonal transformation still denoted by g. The map
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Spin(N) → SO(N) is a covering of order 2. This map induces an isomorphism of
the Lie algebra of Spin(N) with the Lie algebra so(N) of SO(N). So for X ∈ so(N),
we can compute exp(X) either in SO(N) or in Spin(N). We will indicate where we
compute this exponential when the context is ambiguous.
Assume that N is even dimensional. An orientation oN on N determines a decom-
position of the spinor space SN of N in S
+
N ⊕ S−N . Denote
Tr(g, SN) = Tr(g, S
+
N) + Tr(g, S
−
N),
Str(g, SN , oN) = Tr(g, S
+
N)− Tr(g, S−N).
Let N = Re1 ⊕ Re2, where (e1, e2) is an orthonormal basis and orientation oN
given by e1 ∧ e2. Then in Clifford(N), e21 = −1, e22 = −1, e1e2 + e2e1 = 0. So
g = exp(θe1e2) = cos(θ) + sin(θ)e1e2 in Spin(N) and
(3.1) σ(g) = cos(θ) + sin(θ)e1 ∧ e2.
(3.2) Tr(g, SN) = e
−iθ + eiθ.
(3.3) Str(g, SN , oN) = e
−iθ − eiθ.
Let X ∈ so(N) given by Xe1 = φe2, Xe2 = −φe1. The element X is identified
to φ
2
e1e2 in the Lie algebra of Spin(N) ⊂ Clifford(N). The exponential exp(X) in
SO(N) is (
cos(φ) − sin(φ)
sin(φ) cos(φ)
)
while the exponential of X in Spin(N) is cos(φ/2) + sin(φ/2)e1e2.
Definition 3.1. Let (N, oN) be an oriented Euclidean vector space. Define the func-
tion on so(N) by
χ(N, oN)(R) =
1
Str(eR, SN , oN)
.
The function χ(N, oN)(R) is defined and analytic on the open set where Str(e
R, SN , oN) 6=
0. In any case, det
1/2
N,oN
(R)χ(N, oN)(R) is analytic at R = 0, and (as verified for
dimN = 2)
(3.4) j−1/2(N)(R)
−1/2
det
N,oN
(R) = (−i)dimN/2χ(N, oN)(R).
Assume (Id−g) is an invertible transformation on N . Then the top term
of σ(g) ∈ ΛN is not zero, so defines an orientation og on N .
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Definition 3.2. If Y ∈ so(N) is such that detN(IdN − eY ) 6= 0, we denote by
Os(Y, oN) the ratio of the orientation provided with exp(Y ) (computed in Spin(N))
and a given orientation oN of N .
If Y ∈ so(N) is invertible and sufficiently small, the orientation determined by Y
or by exp(Y ) (in Spin(N)) are the same.
Definition 3.3. Let (N, oN) be an even dimensional Euclidean vector space, and
g ∈ Spin(N). We define a function on so(N, g) by
χ(g;N, oN)(R) =
1
Str(geR, SN , oN)
.
This is an invariant function of R ∈ so(N, g) defined on the set of R such that
detN (Id− geR) 6= 0. If (Id− g) is invertible, then χ(g;N, oN)(R) defines a germ at
0 of an analytic function on so(N, g).
Thus we have χ(N, oN) = χ(1;N, oN).
If R commutes with Y , we have, for Y small,
χ(N, oN)(Y +R) = χ(e
Y ;N, oN)(R).
So we have:
(3.5) j−1/2(N)(Y +R)
−1/2
det
N,oN
(Y +R) = (−i)dimN/2χ(eY ;N, oN)(R).
If N is an Euclidean vector space and g ∈ Spin(N), we write
N = N0 ⊕N1
the g-invariant decomposition of N such that g acts by the identity on N0, and
(Id − g) restricts to an invertible transformation of N1. The element g belongs to
Spin(N1) ⊂ Spin(N), since g commutes with N0 ⊂ Clifford(N). Let Y ∈ so(N)
commuting with g. We assume that the restriction of Y to N0 is invertible. If Y is
sufficiently small, the transformation g exp Y of N is invertible. Choose orientations
oN0 , oN1, oN on N0, N1, N .
Proposition 3.4. Let R ∈ so(N) commuting with g and Y . Then, if Y is sufficiently
small,
χ(N0, oN0)(Y +R)χ(g;N1, oN1)(Y +R) =
oN
oN0 ∧ oN1
χ(g expY,N, oN)(R).
In this formula, if A ∈ so(N) is a matrix respecting the decomposition N =
N0 ⊕ N1, χ(N0, oN0)(A) denotes χ(N0, oN0)(A0), where A0 is the restriction of A to
N0, etc...
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Remark 3.5. When Y is sufficiently small and invertible on N0, Id − g exp Y is
an invertible transformation of N , and the orientation on N given by g expY coin-
cide with the orientation compatible with the orientation of N1 given by g1 and the
orientation on N0 given by Y .
Proof. The left hand side is
1
Str(eY+R, SN0, oN0)
1
Str(geY+R, SN1, oN1)
.
We have SN = SN0⊗SN1 and the transformation geY+R of SN is the tensor product
of the transformations eY+R|SN0 and g1eY+R|SN1 . Use multiplicativity of supertraces,
this is χ(g;N, oN0∧N1)(Y +R). Since R commutes with Y , this is equal to
χ(geY , N, oN0 ∧ oN1)(R).

4. Equivariant characteristic classes and integration
Definition 4.1. Let M be a manifold with a G action. Let N → M be an oriented
Euclidean vector bundle provided with an equivariant spin structure and orientation
oN , and typical fiber N . Let g ∈ G acting trivially on M and such that 1 − g
determines an invertible transformation of N . We denote by cwχ(g;N , oN )(X) the
equivariant characteristic class associated by the Chern-Weil homomorphism to the
function χ(g;N, oN) on so(N, g), that is
cwχ(g;N , oN )(X) = 1
Str(geR(X), SN , oN )
.
Let M be a spin manifold with a G-action and orientation oM . Consider g ∈ G,
and N = TM/TM(g)→M(g). So g acts trivially on M(g), it produces an element
g ∈ Spin(Nm) with non zero top symbol term, so we denote by og be the orientation
of N produced by g. Then M(g) is oriented by the quotient orientation.
Definition 4.2. Let M be a compact manifold with a G invariant spin structure.
We denote by νg(X) ∈ H[G](M(g)) the germ of equivariant class on M(g) given by:
νg(X) = (−2iπ)− dimM(g)/2Aˆ(M(g))(X)cwχ(g;N , og)(X).
Here N = TM/TM(g) is the normal bundle of M(g) in M .
The following theorem is a particular case of the push-forward formula in [6] (see
Theorem 134).
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Theorem 4.3. Let b = (bg)g∈U be a section of the sheaf SKG(M) defined over
U ⊂ G, then the germs of functions θg defined at g ∈ U by
θg(g expX) =
∫
M(g)
bg(X)νg(X)
glue to an analytic function θ on U .
This means that for Y sufficiently small, we have the consistency relation
θg(g(expY expX)) = θg(g exp(Y +X)) = θg exp Y ((g exp Y ) expX)
as equality of germs at 0 of analytic functions of X ∈ g. Thus, this insures that we
can find an analytic function θ on U so that θg(g expX) = θ(g expX).
Proof. Fix Y sufficiently small so that M(g expY ) = M(g) ∩M(Y ). Let
Ig(X) =
∫
M(g)
bg(X)νg(X).
We have to prove Ig(Y +X) = Ig exp Y (X) as an equality of germs of analytic functions
at X = 0.
Let N1 → M(g) be the normal bundle of M(g) in M oriented by g, and N →
M(geY ) be the normal bundle of M(geY ) in M oriented by geY .
Decompose
TM |M(g exp Y ) = T0 ⊕N0 ⊕N1|M(g)∩M(Y ),
where T0 is the tangent bundle T (M(g expY )),N0 the normal bundle ofM(g expY ) =
M(g) ∩M(Y ) in M(g), oriented by Y .
From the localization formula and the definition of the sheaf SKG(M), it is suffi-
cient to prove that
(−2π)rkN0/2νg(Y +X)|M(g)∩M(Y )Eul−1(N0, oY )(Y +X) = νg exp Y (X)
as an identity in H[G](M(g) ∩M(Y )). So we need to prove that(
Aˆ(M(g))(Y +X)cwχ(g;N1, og)(Y +X)
)
|M(g)∩M(Y )Eul−1(N0, oY )(Y +X)
is equal to
(−i)dimN0/2Aˆ(M(g exp Y ))(X)cwχ(g expY,N , og expY )(X).
Since Y vanishes on M(g) ∩ M(Y ), the class Aˆ(M(g))(Y + X) restricted to
M(g expY ) is equal to Aˆ(M(g exp Y ))(X)Aˆ(N0)(Y +X).
Factorizing Aˆ(M(g expY )), it is sufficient to prove that
Aˆ(N0)(Y +X)Eul−1(N0, oY )(Y +X)cwχ(g;N1, og)(Y +X)|M(g)∩M(Y )
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is equal to
(−i)dim(N0)/2cwχ(g expY,N , og expY )(X).
Applying the Chern-Weil homomorphism to Formula 3.5,
(−i)− dimN0/2Aˆ(N0)(Y +X)Eul−1(N0, oY )(Y +X) = cwχ(N0, oY )(Y +X).
So we need to prove that
cwχ(N0, oY )(Y +X)cwχ(g;N1, og)(Y +X)|M(g)∩M(Y )
is equal to
cwχ(g exp Y,N , og expY )(X).
The bundle N0 is provided with a vertical action (locally constant) of Y ; So its
structure group can be reduced to SO(N0, Y ). The bundle N1 is provided with
a vertical action (locally constant) of g, Y ; So its structure group is reduced to
SO(N1, Y )∩ SO(N1, g). So their respective equivariant curvatures are valued in the
Lie algebra of these groups.
Since Y vanishes onM(Y ), the various equivariant curvatures R(Y +X) restricted
to M(Y ) are L(Y ) +R(X), by Formula 2.1.
So the equivariant form
X 7→ cwχ(N0, oY )(Y +X)
is the image by the Chern Weil isomorphism of the invariant function
R 7→ χ(N0, oY )(Y +R)
on so(N0, Y ).
The equivariant form
X 7→ cwχ(g;N1, og)(Y +X)
is the image by the Chern Weil homomorphism of the invariant function
R 7→ χ(g;N1, og)(Y +R)
on SO(N1, Y ) ∩ SO(N1, g).
The equivariant form
X 7→ cwχ(g expY ;N , og exp Y )(X)
is the image by the Chern Weil homomorphism of the invariant function
R 7→ χ(g exp Y ;N, og expY )(R)
on SO(N, g) ∩ SO(N, Y ).
So we see that equality follows from Proposition 3.4. 
We now define twisted equivariant Chern characters.
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Definition 4.4. Let W →M be a G-equivariant complex vector bundle with typical
fiber W . The equivariant Chern character Ch(W)(X) of W is the image by the
Chern Weil homomorphism of the function R 7→ Tr(eR,W ) on gl(W ).
Here we consider X 7→ Ch(W)(X) as an element of H[G](M).
LetW be a complex vector space and s ∈ GL(W ) be a semi-simple transformation
of W . Let gl(W, s) be the space of transformations R of W commuting with s. Then
R 7→ Tr(seR,W ) is an invariant function by GL(W, s).
Definition 4.5. Let W → M be a G equivariant complex vector bundle over M
with typical fiber W . Assume g ∈ G acts trivially on M . Then Ch(g,W)(X) ∈
H[G](M), the g-twisted equivariant Chern character, is the image by the Chern Weil
homomorphism of the function R 7→ Tr(geR,W ) on gl(W, g).
As usual in the definition above, abusing notations we still denote by g the action
of g on Wm (the conjugacy class of g is constant on each connected component).
We now define the bouquet of Chern characters.
Let W →M be a G equivariant complex vector bundle over M with typical fiber
W . Then g acts trivially onM(g). So we can define Ch(g;W)(X), the twisted Chern
character, as a G equivariant form on M(g). It is immediate to see the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.6. bch(W) = (Ch(g;W))g∈G is a global section of the sheaf SKG(M).
Assume M is an even dimensional spin manifold. Let DW be the Dirac operator
of the spin manifold M twisted by W. Then the bouquet integral of bch(W) is an
analytic function Θ on G, and near every g ∈ G, we have the formula as a germ of
analytic function at g ∈ G:
Θ(g expX) =
∫
M(g)
Ch(g;W)(X)νg(X)
and this is the Berline-Vergne formula for the equivariant index of DW . The K-
integration formula for general bouquets was defined in order that this formula holds
for the bouquet of Chern characters.
In particular, we have
(4.1) index(DW)(expX) = (2iπ)
−dimM/2
∫
M
Ch(W)(X)Aˆ(M)(X).
5. The Witten series
Let V be a complex vector space. For a an indeterminate, define Λa(V ) =
⊕dimVk=0 akΛkV , Sa(V ) = ⊕∞k=0akSkV .
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Let q1/2 be an indeterminate. Let us consider the Witten series of vector spaces:
W1,q(V ) =
∞∏
n=1
Λqn−1/2(V )
∞∏
n=1
Sqn(V )
= C+ (V )q1/2 + (V ⊕ Λ2V )q + (V ⊕⊗2V ⊕ Λ3V )q3/2 + · · · .
If g is a transformation of V , it acts on W1,q(V ) and one has the equality
Tr(g,W1,q(V )) =
∏∞
n=1 detV (1 + q
n−1/2g)∏∞
n=1 detV (1− qng)
where the second member is understood as the Taylor series at q = 0.
The "dimension" of W1,q(V ) is given by the trace of g = 1 and is the series(∏∞
n=1(1 + q
n−1/2)∏∞
n=1(1− qn)
)dimV
Definition 5.1. If V → M is a G equivariant complex vector bundle on M , with
typical fiber V , we denote by W1,q(V) the series of bundles with typical fiber W1,q(V ).
Witten famous rigidity theorem is that the equivariant index Θ(q, g) of the Dirac
operator D twisted by W1,q(TM ⊗R C) does not depend of g ∈ G. Following Rosu,
we will prove this in the next sections. It is enough to prove it for an S1 action.
Recall that for any non trivial action of S1 on a spin manifold M , Index(D) = 0
(this is the Atiyah-Hirzebruch rigidity theorem). The simplest consequence of Witten
rigidity theorem is that for a spin manifold M with S1-action, Index(DW)(g) =
Index(DW)(1) is constant for W = TM ⊗R C. An example of a non trivial action of
S1 on a spin manifold where this constant is not zero is given in [5] (Example 2).
If we consider the coefficient in q3/2 in the series W1,q(TM ⊗R C), Witten theorem
implies that the sum Index(DW1)(g) + Index(DW2)(g) is a constant function on G,
whenW1 = S2(TM⊗RC) andW2 = Λ3(TM⊗RC). However as seen forM = P3(C),
in general the separate equivariant indices Index(DW1)(g) and Index(DW2)(g) are not
constant functions on G.
Definition 5.2. If V → M is a G equivariant complex vector bundle on M , with
typical fiber V , we denote by Ch(W1,q(V)) the series of equivariant Chern characters
of the series of bundles W1,q(V), that is the image by the Chern-Weil homomorphism
of the function Tr(eR,W1,q(V )).
So the equivariant index of the Dirac operator on M twisted by the series W1,q(V)
is the series
(5.1) index(DW1,q(V))(q, expX) = (2iπ)
−dimM/2
∫
M
Aˆ(M)(X)Ch(W1,q(V))(X).
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So Witten theorem is equivalent to the assertion that
∫
M
Aˆ(M)(X)Ch(W1,q(TM ⊗R C))(X)
is independent of X.
We will also need the following series:
W2,q(V ) =
∞∏
n=1
Λ−qn−1/2(V )
∞∏
n=1
S−qn(V )
so that
Tr(g,W2,q(V )) =
∏∞
n=1 detV (1− qn−1/2g)∏∞
n=1 detV (1 + q
ng)
.
W3,q(V ) =
∞∏
n=1
Λqn(V )
∞∏
n=1
Sqn−1/2(V )
so that
Tr(g,W3,q(V )) =
∏∞
n=1 detV (1 + q
ng)∏∞
n=1 detV (1− qn−1/2g)
,
W4,q =
∞∏
n=1
Λ−qn(V )
∞∏
n=1
S−qn−1/2(V )
so that
Tr(g,W4,q(V )) =
∏∞
n=1 detV (1− qng)∏∞
n=1 detV (1 + q
n−1/2g)
.
6. Equivariant elliptic cohomology
Let M be a G-manifold. Let U be now a G-invariant neighborhood on 0 in the
complexified Lie algebra gC. Define the space of G-equivariant forms AG(U,M)
as the space of G-equivariant maps Z 7→ α(Z) from U to A(M) which depends
holomorphically of Z ∈ U . If Z = X +√−1Y is an element of U , with X, Y ∈ g,
the operator ι(ZM) is defined as ι(XM ) +
√−1ι(YM) on A(M). If α(Z) satisfies
d(α(Z)) − ι(ZM)α(Z) = 0, we say that α is a closed equivariant form with holo-
morphic coefficients. We still denote by H[G](M) the space of germs of holomorphic
equivariant cohomology classes at Z = 0. If the action of G on M is trivial, this is
simply H∗(M) ⊗R O0(gC) where O0(gC) is the space of germs at 0 of holomorphic
functions on gC.
The Chern Weil homomorphism Φ 7→ cw(Φ)(X) can be extended analytically on
gC. So we can define, for Z ∈ gC small enough, Aˆ(M)(Z) as the equivariant Aˆ class,
etc....
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We will from now on consider the case where G = S1 with Lie algebra g. We
choose JG ∈ g, a generator of the lattice of elements X ∈ g such that exp(X) = 1.
The choice of JG determines an isomorphism of the Lie algebra of g with R by
x 7→ xJG, and the exponential map g → S1 is x 7→ e2iπx. The complexified Lie
algebra gC is isomorphic to C. The exponential map gC → GC = C∗ is z 7→ e2iπz.
An equivariant form α : gC → A(M) will be written as z 7→ α(z), where z ∈ C is
identified with zJG ∈ gC, and α(z) ∈ A(M).
We fix τ be in the upper-half plane. Let Lτ = Z⊕Zτ be the corresponding lattice
in C, and Eτ = C/Lτ be the associated elliptic curve. We denote by πτ : C → Eτ
the quotient map. If γ ∈ Eτ and z ∈ C, we still denote by γ + z the image of γ + z
in Eτ . We will say that γ ∈ C is of order k in Eτ if πτ (γ) is of order k in Eτ . So
kγ = α+ βτ with α, β ∈ Z, and if a is an integer relatively prime with respect to k,
then aγ /∈ Lτ .
We consider the subset F (M) of S1 consisting of the g such that M(g) 6= MG.
This is a finite subset of S1 consisting of elements of finite orders. We denote by
O(M) the set of orders of elements g ∈ F (M). The set O(M) can be computed as
follows. Consider a connected component C of M(JG). Then the normal bundle
N of C in M carries an action of S1. We write Nm ⊗R C = ⊕a∈∆(C)Na where, for
v ∈ Na, JGv = 2iπav. Here ∆(C) is a set of integers and
O(M) = ∪C{a; a > 0, a ∈ ∆(C)}.
We say that γ ∈ Eτ is special, if the order k of γ is in O(M). The set of special
elements is finite.
Following Rosu, we define a sheaf E llG(M, τ) over Eτ as follows. If γ ∈ Eτ is not
a special point, define Mγ = M
G. If γ ∈ Eτ is a special point of order k, define
Mγ = M(exp(JG/k)). Then M
G ⊆Mγ for all γ ∈ Eτ .
The stalk of E llG(M, τ) at a point γ ∈ Eτ is H[G](Mγ). The set of special points
being finite, for any γ ∈ C, then, for y ∈ C not 0 and sufficiently small, γ + y is not
special.
By definition (as in Definition 2.1), a collection b = (bγ)γ∈U of elements ofH[G](Mγ)
is a section of the sheaf E llG(M, τ) if and only if
bγ(y + z)|MG = bγ+y(z)
for any y 6= 0 in C small enough. The equality is an equality of germs at 0 of
equivariant cohomology classes on MG. Such a collection b = (bγ)γ∈U will be called
an elliptic bouquet of equivariant forms.
If M is a point, the sheaf E llG(M, τ) is the sheaf O(Eτ ).
This definition is a " concrete " version of Grojnowski definition [7] of delocalized
equivariant elliptic cohomology.
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To define τ -integration on E llG(M, τ), we need equivariant characteristic classes
µγ(z). If b = (bγ)γ∈U is defined at 0, then the local τ -integration at 0 is by definition
the germ of the holomorphic function
z 7→
∫
M
b0(z)Aˆ(M)(z)Ch(W1,q(TM ⊗R C))(z).
If c is defined at γ, then the local τ -integration of bγ is the holomorphic function
defined in a neighborhood of γ by
θ(γ + z) =
∫
Mγ
bγ(z)µγ(z).
Integration at 0, and the localization formula, suggests the local τ -integration
formula at γ. The form µγ(z) should be (up to a constant)
Aˆ(Mγ)(z)cwχ(g;N )(z)Ch(g;W1,q(TM ⊗R C)(z)
with g = exp(γJG) in GC and N the normal bundle of Mγ in M . But, if γ is a
special element of order k, exp(JG/k) generates a finite subgroup of G isomorphic
to Z/kZ, and we have only a vertical action of Z/kZ on the normal bundle N and
not of JG. So g = exp(γJG) = exp((kγ)(JG/k)) in GC does not act on N , except if
kγ ∈ Z, where g ∈ Z/kZ, and
cwχ(g;N )(z)Ch(g;W1,q(TM ⊗R C)(z)
is the image by the Chern-Weil map of
R 7→ 1
Str(geR, SN , oN)
Tr(geR,W1,q(N ⊗R C)).
The main theorem of the next section is Theorem 7.14: Assume N is an Euclidean
vector space carrying only an action of ζ ∈ SO(N) with Id−ζ invertible and ζk = IdN .
Then for any choice of JN ∈ so(N) such that ζ = exp(JN/k)
1
Str(eγJN eR, SN , oN)
Tr(eγJN eR,W1,q(N ⊗R C))
is (up to a constant factor that needs to be determined) independent of the choice
of JN , if kγ = 0 in Eτ .
7. Invariant functions associated to elliptic functions
Let τ be fixed in the upper half-plane and q = exp(2iπτ). So |q| < 1.
Let z ∈ C. Define the function (the inverse of the Jacobi sine)
Φ1(z, τ) =
1
(e−iπz − eiπz)
∏
n≥1(1 + q
n−1/2e2iπz)(1 + qn−1/2e−2iπz)∏
n≥1(1− qne2iπz)(1− qne−2iπz)
.
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It satisfies
Φ1(z + 1, τ) = −Φ1(z, τ)
and
Φ1(z + τ, τ) = −Φ1(z, τ).
The set of poles of the function Φ1(z, τ) is the lattice Lτ .
Let
Φ2(z, τ) =
1
(eiπz + e−iπz)
∏
n≥1(1− qn−1/2e2iπz)(1− qn−1/2e−2iπz)∏
n≥1(1 + q
ne2iπz)(1 + qne−2iπz)
,
Φ3(z, τ) = (e
iπz + e−iπz)
∏
n≥1(1 + q
ne2iπz)(1 + qne−2iπz)∏
n≥1(1− qn−1/2e2iπz)(1− qn−1/2e−2iπz)
,
Φ4(z, τ) = (e
iπz − e−iπz)
∏
n≥1(1− qne2iπz)(1− qne−2iπz)∏
n≥1(1 + q
n−1/2e2iπz)(1 + qn−1/2e−2iπz)
.
Then
Φ1(z +
1
2
, τ) = iΦ2(z, τ),
Φ1(z +
τ
2
, τ) = q1/4Φ3(z, τ),
Φ1(z +
1
2
+
τ
2
, τ) = iq1/4Φ4(z, τ).
Let R ∈ gl(V ), and i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then R 7→ Tr(eR,Wi,q(V )) are germs of
analytic functions on gl(V ). Indeed, for example,
Tr(eR,W1,q(V )) =
∏∞
n=1 detV (1 + q
n−1/2eR)∏∞
n=1 detV (1− qneR)
,
the infinite product in the numerator as well as the infinite product in the denomi-
nator are convergent for |q| < 1, and the value at R = 0 is well defined. This is the
"dimension" of W1,q(V ).
Definition 7.1. For R ∈ so(V ), and i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} we define
Ci(τ, V )(R) = Tr(e
R,Wi,q(V ⊗R C)).
Definition 7.2. Let (N, oN) be an oriented even dimensional Euclidean vector space.
Define
Z(τ, N, oN)(R) =
1
Str(eR, SN , oN)
Tr(eR,W1,q(N ⊗R C)).
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So det
1/2
N,oN
(R)Z(τ, J, V, oN)(R) is analytic at R = 0, and we have
(7.1) j−1/2(N)(R)C1(τ, N)(R)
−1/2
det
N,oN
(R) = (−i)dimN/2Z(τ, N, oN)(R).
Remark 7.3. If we consider q as a formal parameter, then Z(τ, N, oN) coincide for
q = 0 with the function χ(N, oN)(R) =
1
Str(eR,SN ,oN )
defined in Section 3.
Let (N, oN) be an oriented even dimensional Euclidean vector space, and J ∈
so(N) such that exp(J) = IdN . Break the vector space N ⊗R C in a direct sum
⊕a∈∆Na with dimNa = 1. Here ∆ is a multilist of integers and the action of J
on Na ⊗R C is 2iπa. The integers |a| are called the rotation numbers of J . If J is
invertible, a = 0 is not in ∆. In this case, the list ∆ has an even number of elements
and if a ∈ ∆ then −a ∈ ∆. We write ∆ = ∆+ ∪∆−. Define ρ(J,∆+) =
∑
a∈∆+
a.
Then
(7.2) ǫ(J,N) = (−1)ρ(J,∆+)
does not depend of the choice of ∆+.
Definition 7.4. Assume that (N, oN) is an oriented even dimensional Euclidean
vector space. Let J ∈ so(N), invertible, and such that exp(J) = IdN . Let R ∈
so(N, J), and γ ∈ C. Define
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) =
1
Str(eγJeR, SN , oN)
Tr(eγJeR,W1,q(N ⊗R C)).
Here the function z 7→ Str(ezJeR, SN , oN) is the holomorphic extension of the
analytic function x 7→ Str(exJeR, SN , oN) for x ∈ R.
We have for R ∈ so(N, J)
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = Z(τ, N, oN)(γJ +R).
We consider Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) as a function of R ∈ so(N, J), defined if R is
such that Str(eγJeR, SN , oN) 6= 0 and detN(1− qneγJeR) invertible for all n ≥ 1.
Lemma 7.5. The function Z(γ, J ;N, oN)(R) is invariant by SO(N, J)
Furthermore, if γ ∈ C is such that aγ /∈ Lτ for all rotation numbers a of J , then
the function R 7→ Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) is analytic at R = 0.
Proof. Clearly Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) is invariant by SO(N, J). So we need only to
consider the case where R ∈ so(N, J) is diagonal with respect to the decomposition
N ⊗R C = ⊕a∈∆Na. We write Rv = 2iπrav for v ∈ Na, so Rv = −2iπrav on N−a,
since R ∈ so(N, J). Let ν(oN ,∆+) ∈ {1,−1} such that
Str(exp(zJ), SN , oN) =
∏
a∈∆+
(e−iπaz − eiπaz).
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So
(7.3) Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = ν(oN ,∆
+)
∏
a∈∆+
Φ1(aγ + ra, τ).
Since the set of poles of z 7→ Φ1(z, τ) is Lτ we see that the function R 7→
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) (on so(N, J)) is well defined as a germ of analytic function at
R = 0 when γ ∈ C is such that aγ /∈ Lτ for all rotation numbers a of J . 
Let us state some properties of the function Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN).
Lemma 7.6. For γ, y ∈ C, R ∈ so(N, J), we have
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(yJ +R) = Z(γ + y, J ; τ, N, oN)(R),
Z(γ + 1, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = ǫ(J,N)Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R),
Z(γ + τ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = ǫ(J,N)Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R).
Proof. The first formula is obvious since eγJeyJ+R = e(γ+y)JeR if R commute with J .
It is enough to prove the second formula when R respects the decomposition N⊗R
C = ⊕a∈∆+Na. We use Formula 7.3:
Z(γ + 1, τ ; J,N, oN)(R) = ν(oN ,∆
+)
∏
a∈∆+
Φ1(aγ + ra + a, τ)
= ν(oN ,∆
+)(−1)
∑
∆+ a
∏
a∈∆+
Φ1(aγ + ra, τ)
using the periodic behavior with respect to the lattice Lτ of Φ1. The last formula is
proved in the same way. 
Assume J is invertible. Consider an integer k such that exp(J/k) = IdN . Then the
rotation numbers of J are multiple of k, so we can define ǫ(J/k,N) = (−1)∑∆+ a/k.
Proposition 7.7. Assume J is invertible. Consider an integer k such that exp(J/k) =
IdN . Assume kγ = α + βτ , with α, β ∈ Z. Then, for R ∈ so(N, J),
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = (ǫ(J/k,N))
α+βZ(τ, N, oN)(R).
Proof. The rotation numbers of J are a = kAa with Aa ∈ Z. With same notations
as in the preceding proof, Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) is equal to
ν(oN ,∆
+)
∏
a∈∆+
Φ1(aγ + ra, τ) = ν(oN ,∆
+)
∏
a∈∆+
Φ1(ra + Aa(kγ), τ).
Since Aa(kγ) = Aaα+τAaβ ∈ Lτ , using again the periodic property of Φ1, we obtain
the proposition. 
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We give similar formulae with exp(J) = IdN , but exp(J/k) = −IdN . So k is even.
Since exp(J/k) = −IdN , we can define the sign Os(J/k, oN) (Definition 3.2).
Proposition 7.8. Let k even, and exp(J/k) = −IdN . Let kγ = α+βτ with α, β ∈ Z.
1) If α and β are both even, then
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = c1(γ)(Os(J/k, oN))
α+β 1
Str(eR, SN , oN)
Tr(eR,W1,q(N ⊗R C))
with c1(γ) = (−1)(α+β)(dimN)/4.
2) If α is odd, and β even, then
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = c2(γ)(Os(J/k, oN))
α+β 1
Tr(eR, SN)
Tr(eR,W2,q(N ⊗R C)),
with c2(γ) = i
dimN/2(−1)(α+β−1)(dimN)/4.
3) If α is even, and β odd, then
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = c3(γ)(Os(J/k, oN))
α+βTr(eR, SN)Tr(e
R,W3,q(N ⊗R C)),
with c3(γ) = q
dimN/2(−1)(α+β−1)(dimN)/4.
4) If α, β are both odd, then
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = c4(γ)(Os(J/k, oN))
α+βStr(eR, SN , oN)Tr(e
R,W4,q(N ⊗R C)),
with c4(γ) = (iq)
dimN/2(−1)(α+β)(dimN)/4.
When α+β is even, we could replace (Os(J/k, oN))
α+β by 1, but we prefer to give
identical formulae for all cases;
Proof. Write N⊗RC = ⊕a∈∆Na and Jv = 2iπav on Na. Since exp(J/k) = −IdN , the
rotation numbers a are equal to k/2modulo k. So we write for a ∈ ∆+, a = k/2+kAa.
If N is two dimensional with orthonormal basis e1, e2, with Je1 = (k/2 + kA)e2,
Je2 = −(k/2+kA)e1, then in Spin(N) ⊂ Clifford(N) we have exp(J/k) = (−1)Ae1e2.
So
Os(J/k, oN) = (−1)
∑
a∈∆+ Aaν(oN ,∆
+).
As before,
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = ν(oN ,∆
+)
∏
a∈∆+
Φ1(aγ + ra, τ).
Now aγ = kγ(1/2+Aa) = (α+βτ)(1/2+Aa).We then use the periodicity properties
of Φ1,Φ2,Φ3,Φ4, with respect to translation by the lattice Z
1
2
+ Z τ
2
and we obtain
Proposition 7.8

An important consequence is the following.
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Proposition 7.9. Let (N, oN) be an oriented Euclidean vector space. Let k be even
and let γ be an element of order k in Eτ . There exists an analytic function R 7→
EMǫ(γ; τ, N, oN)(R) defined on so(N) in a neighborhood of 0, invariant by SO(N),
and such that for any J such that exp(J/k) = −IdN ,
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = (Os(J/k, oN))
α+βEMǫ(γ; τ, N, oN).
Proof. Let kγ = α+ βτ with α, β ∈ Z. If γ is exactly of order k, the case where α, β
are both even does not occur since k is even.
If α is odd, and β even, define
EMǫ(γ; τ, N, oN)(R) = c2(γ)
1
Tr(eR, SN)
Tr(eR,W2,q(N ⊗R C))).
If α is even, and β odd, define
EMǫ(γ; τ, N, oN)(R) = c3(γ)Tr(e
R, SN)Tr(e
R,W3,q(N ⊗R C)).
If α, β are both odd, define
EMǫ(γ; τ, N, oN)(R) = c4(γ)Str(e
R, SN , oN)Tr(e
R,W4,q(N ⊗R C)).
Then the function R 7→ EMǫ(γ, τ, N, oN)(R) on so(N) is invariant by SO(N) and
analytic at R = 0 (since Tr(eR, SN) = dim(SN ) 6= 0 for R = 0). Proposition 7.8
implies the first assertion;

We now define EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oN) when ζ ∈ SO(N) is such that ζk = IdN , but ζ
does not have the eigenvalue −1.
Break N ⊗R C as a direct sum ⊕u∈FNu with F a set of k-roots of unity such that
ζv = uv when v ∈ Nu (here Nu is the eigenspace for the eigenvalue u, and might be
of dimension > 1). Consider a decomposition F = F+∪F−, with F− = {u; u ∈ F+}.
We write F = F+ ∪ F− with F− = {u, u ∈ F+}. Choose K ∈ so(N), commuting
with the action of ζ , and such that, for u ∈ F+ and v ∈ Nu, Kv = 2iπauv, au
integers such that u = e2iπau/k. So ζ = exp(K/k) in the group SO(N). Here the
choice of K is not unique: we can change au by au + kAu with Au integer. We will
say that such a K is adapted to ζ . From our choice of K, we see that a matrix
R commutes with ζ if and only if R commutes with K.
Definition 7.10. Assume (N, oN) is an oriented Euclidean vector space. Let ζ ∈
SO(N) such that ζk = IdN , and such that (Id± ζ) are invertible transformations of
N . Let γ ∈ C of order k, and write kγ = α + βτ , with α, β ∈ Z. Let J ∈ so(N)
commuting with ζ and such that exp(J/k) = ζ. Define
EM(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = Os(J/k, oN)
α+βZ(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R).
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Theorem 7.11. If γ is of order k in Eτ , then
• If K is adapted to ζ, the function R 7→ EM(γ,K; τ, N, oN)(R) on so(N, ζ) defines
a germ at 0 of an analytic function on so(N, ζ) invariant by the group SO(N, ζ).
• If R ∈ so(N, ζ), EM(γ,K; τ, N, oN)(R) does not depend of the choice of K
adapted to ζ.
• If K is adapted to ζ, then for any J commuting with ζ and such that exp(J/k) =
ζ, we have on so(N, J) ⊂ so(N, ζ)
EM(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = EM(γ,K; τ, N, oN)(R).
Proof. First if γ is of order k, we have aγ /∈ Lτ for all rotation numbers of K.
Indeed a is relatively prime to k, since I − ζ is invertible. So the function R 7→
Z(γ,K; τ, N, oN)(R) is well defined at R = 0. It is clearly invariant under SO(N,K).
So if K is adapted to ζ , it is invariant by SO(N, ζ).
Now take J commuting with ζ and such that exp(J/k) = ζ . Write
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = ν(∆
+, oN)
∏
a∈∆+
Φ1(aγ + ra, τ).
For u ∈ F+, writeNu = ⊕a∈∆+uNa, and Jv = av onNa. Then we have a = au+kAa,
if a ∈ ∆+u , with Aa ∈ Z. Let ∆+ = ∪u∈F+∆+u (as multilists) so ρ(K,∆+)− ρ(J,∆+)
is an integer divisible by k. We have
Os(J/k, oN) = Os(K/k, oN)(−1) 1k ρ(J,∆+)−ρ(K,∆+).
Write aγ = auγ + Aa(α + βτ). Then, using the invariance property of Φ1, we
obtain that
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = (−1)(α+β)
ρ(J,∆+)−ρ(K,∆+)
k Z(γ,K; τ, N, oN)(R).
So
EM(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) = EM(γ,K; τ, N, oN)(R).

Definition 7.12. Assume (N, oN) is an oriented even dimensional Euclidean vector
space. Let ζ ∈ SO(N) such that ζk = IdN , and such that IdN − ±ζ are invertible
transformations on N . Let γ of order k in Eτ . We define
EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oN)(R) = Os(K/k, oN)
α+βZ(γ,K; τ, N, oN)(R)
for any K adapted to ζ.
Let us now consider ζ ∈ SO(N) such that ζk = IdN , and (IdN − ζ) invertible.
Write N = B⊕G, the decomposition invariant by ζ and such that ζ acts by −Id on
B and Id± ζ invertible on G.
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Definition 7.13. We define for γ of order k in Eτ :
EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oB ∧ oG) = EMǫ(γ; τ, B, oB)EM(γ, ζ ;G, oG).
The following theorem of independence is a corollary of the preceding discussion.
Theorem 7.14. Let γ of order k in Eτ . Assume (N, oN) oriented. Let ζ ∈ SO(N)
such that ζk = IdN and IdN − ζ invertible. Let J ∈ so(N) commuting with ζ and
such that ζ = exp(J/k). Then for R ∈ so(N, J)
1
Str(eγJeR, SN , oN)
Tr(eγJeR,W1,q(N ⊗R C))
is equal to
Os(J/k, oN)
α+βEM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oN)(R).
Let ζ ∈ SO(N) such that ζk = IdN and (IdN − ζ) invertible. Let oN an ori-
entation on N . We consider the unique ζˆ above ζ in Spin(N) and such that the
orientation given by ζˆ coincide with oN . Then ζˆ
k is ±1 in Clifford(N). We define
v(ζ, k;N, oN , k) = ζˆ
k.
Then we have the following periodicity property.
Lemma 7.15.
EM(γ + 1, ζ ; τ, N, oN) = v(ζ, k;N, oN)EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oN).
EM(γ + τ, ζ ; τ, N, oN) = v(ζ, k;N, oN)EM(γ, ζ ; τ, ζ, N, oN).
Proof. Choosing J commuting with R, and such that exp(J/k) = ζ , we use
EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oN)(R) = Os(J/k, oN)
α+βZ(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R).
If γ is changed in γ + 1 or in γ + τ , then α + β is changed in α + β + k and
Z(γ + 1; J, τ, N, oN)(R) = ǫ(J,N)Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN)(R).
So we have to prove that Os(J/k, oN)
kǫ(J,N) = v(ζ, k;N, oN). We see that this
equality is independent of the choice of J . Now if N is two dimensional with orien-
tation e1 ∧ e2, we choose Je1 = (2πa)e2, Je2 = −(2πa)e1, with a ∈ [1, 2, . . . , k − 1].
Then ζˆ = cos(πa/k) + sin(πa/k)e1e2 since sin(πa/k) > 0, and Os(J/k, oN) = 1.
Since ζˆk = (−1)a, we obtain our lemma. 
We now prove the analog of Proposition 3.4 in the elliptic context.
Let N be an Euclidean vector space and ζ ∈ SO(N), such that ζk = IdN . We
write
N = N0 ⊕N1
the ζ-invariant decomposition such that ζ acts by the identity on N0, and (Id − ζ)
is invertible on N1.
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Theorem 7.16. (The transfer formula) Let k ≥ 1 be an integer. Let N be an
Euclidean vector space and let ζ ∈ SO(N) such that ζk = IdN and let γ ∈ C of order
k in Eτ .
Let J ∈ so(N) commuting with ζ and such that exp(J/k) = ζ. Write J = J0 ⊕ J1
in the decomposition N0⊕N1. Choose orientations oN0, oN1 , oN on N0, N1, N . Then,
for R ∈ so(N, J), and y ∈ C sufficiently small:
Z(τ, N0, oN0)(yJ +R)EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N1, oN1)(yJ +R)
= ǫ Z(γ + y, J ; τ, N, oN)(R)
with
ǫ = Os(J1/k, oN1)
α+βǫ(J0/k,N0)
α+βoN/(oN0oN1).
Proof. Since γ is of order k, and exp(J/k)|N0 = IdN0 , by Proposition 7.7,
Z(τ, N0, oN0)(yJ +R) = ǫ(J/k,N0)
α+βTr(e
γJeyJ+R,W1,q(N0 ⊗R C))
Str(eγJeyJ+R, SN0 , oN0)
.
By Proposition 7.14
EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N1, oN1)(yJ +R) = Os(J/k, oN1)
α+βTr(e
γJeyJ+R,W1,q(N1 ⊗R C))
Str(eγJeyJ+R, SN1, oN1)
.
By definition
Z(γ + y, J ; τ, N, oN)(R) =
Tr(e(γ+y)JeR,W1,q(N ⊗R C))
Str(e(γ+y)JeR, SN , oN)
.
As SN = SN0 ⊗ SN1 and W1,q(N ⊗R C) = W1,q(N0 ⊗R C) ⊗W1,q(N1 ⊗R C), using
the multiplicativity of traces and supertraces, and the fact that R commutes with J ,
we obtain the theorem. 
Assume now that the exponential ζˆ = exp(J/k) in Spin(N) is such that ζˆk = 1.
We assume the infinitesimal action J in N invertible. As ζˆ projects on ζ , we see that
ζˆ belongs to Spin(N1) ⊂ Clifford(N1), so defines an orientation on N1.
Theorem 7.17. Choose the orientation oN on N given by J , the orientation on N1
given by ζˆ, and the orientation on N0 given by oN/oζˆ . Then
Z(τ, N0, oN0)(yJ +R)EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N1, oN1)(yJ +R) = Z(γ + y, J ; τ, N, oN)(R).
Proof. Let J = J0 ⊕ J1. So ζˆ = ζˆ0ζˆ1 with ζˆ0 = exp(J0/k) and ζˆ1 = exp(J1/k). We
have to verify that
Os(J1/k, oN1)ǫ(J0/k,N0) = 1.
We have two cases.
If ζˆ1 = ζˆ , then Os(J1/k, oN1) = 1 and ζˆ0 = 1.
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In the other case, ζˆ1 = −ζˆ, and ζˆ0 = −1 in Spin(N0). All the rotation numbers of
J0 are multiples of k, and in the group Spin(N0)
exp(J0/k) =
∏
a∈∆+
(cos(πa/k)) = (−1)ǫ(J0/k,N0).
So we see that in both cases Os(J1/k, oN1)ǫ(J0/k,N0) = 1. 
In the spin case, we also have the following periodicity properties.
Lemma 7.18. Let J ∈ so(N), assume that, in the group Spin(N), we have exp(J) =
1. Then
Z(γ + 1; τ, N, oN)(R) = Z(γ; τ, N, oN)(R),
Z(γ + τ ; τ, N, oN)(R) = Z(γ; τ, N, oN)(R).
Proof. Use Lemma 7.6. We have ρ(J,∆+) even, since the supertrace of exp(J) in SN
is equal to 0. So ǫ(J,N) = (−1)ρ(J,∆+) = 1. 
Let γ ∈ C of order k in Eτ . Let ζˆ ∈ Spin(N) such that ζˆk = 1, and orient N by
ζˆ. Since v(ζ, k;N, oN) = 1, we obtain the following.
Proposition 7.19.
EM(γ + 1, ζ ; τ, N, oN) = EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oN).
EM(γ + τ, ζ ; τ, N, oN) = EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oN).
So we have accomplished our goal:
A) To (N, oN) an oriented Euclidean vector space, J ∈ so(N) invertible and such
that exp(J) = 1 in Spin(N), and γ ∈ C such that aγ is not in Lτ for all rotation
number of J , we have constructed an invariant function Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN) on so(N, J),
depending only of the image of γ in Eτ .
A) To (N, oN) an oriented Euclidean vector space, γ ∈ C of order k in Eτ , ζ ∈
Spin(N), such that ζk = 1 in Spin(N) and such that (IdN − ζ) is invertible, we have
constructed an invariant function EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N, oζ) on so(N, ζ), depending only of
the image of γ in Eτ .
8. Equivariant characteristic classes and Integration on elliptic
cohomology
We now apply the Chern Weil homomorphism to define the needed equivariant
forms µγ for τ -integration.
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Definition 8.1. Let M be a compact oriented manifold with an action of G = S1.
Consider N → M an equivariant real vector bundle with typical fiber N . We de-
note by Cq(N )(z) ∈ H[G](M) the characteristic class associated by the Chern Weil
homomorphism to the function C1(τ, N)(R) = Tr(e
R,W1,q(N ⊗R C)).
If N = TM , we denote the class by Cq(M)(z).
If G acts trivially on M , then Cq(M)(z) = Cq(M)(0) is independent of z and is
just the usual Chern character of W1,q(TM ⊗R C).
Let N →M be a G-equivariant Euclidean vector bundle over M with orientation
oN . Assume that G acts trivially on M and that JG produces a vertical invertible
transformation J of N . Let γ ∈ C be such that aγ is not in Lτ for all rotation
numbers of J .
Definition 8.2. We denote by cwZ(γ, J ; τ,N , oN )(z) ∈ H[G](M) the equivariant
characteristic class associated by the Chern-Weil homomorphism to the function
Z(γ, J ; τ, N, oN) on so(N, J), that is
cwZ(γ, J ; τ,N , oN )(z) = Tr(e
γJ+R(z),W1,q(N ⊗R C))
Str(eγJ+R(z), SN , oN )
.
The equivariant form cwZ(γ, J ; τ,N , oN )(z) depends only of the image of γ in Eτ .
Definition 8.3. Let N → M be a G-equivariant Euclidean vector bundle over M
with orientation oN . Let k be an integer, ζ ∈ SO(N ) a vertical action on N such that
ζk = Id, commuting with the G-action and such that Id−ζ is invertible. Let γ ∈ C of
order k in Eτ . We denote by cwEM(γ, ζ ; τ ;N , oN )(z) the equivariant characteristic
class associated by the Chern-Weil homomorphism to the function EM(γ, ζ ; τ ;N, oN)
on so(N, ζ).
Here again the equivariant form cwEM(γ, ζ ; τ ;N , oN )(z) depends only of the im-
age of γ in Eτ .
We are now ready to define the needed characteristic classes for τ -integration.
Recall that if γ ∈ Eτ is not a special point, then Mγ = MG. If γ ∈ Eτ is a special
point of order k, then Mγ =M(exp(JG/k)).
We start by the case where γ is not a special point. So Mγ = M
G. Let N
be the normal bundle of MG in M . Then JG acts vertically, provides a (locally
constant) invertible transformation J ∈ so(Nm) of the fiber Nm, thus an orientation
oN . Furthermore we have aγ not in Lτ for all rotation numbers of J since γ is not a
special point. We orient Mγ by the quotient orientation of M and of N .
Definition 8.4. We define
µγ(z) = (−2iπ)− dimMγ/2Aˆ(Mγ)(z)Cq(Mγ)(z)cwZ(γ, J ; τ,N , oN )(z).
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Here N = TM/TMγ is the normal bundle of Mγ in M .
In fact since JG acts trivially on Mγ, Aˆ(Mγ)(z) = Aˆ(Mγ)(0) is the usual Aˆ class
of MG and does not depend of z and Cq(Mγ)(z) = Cq(Mγ)(0) is the usual Chern
character of the bundle W1,q(TMγ ⊗R C).
Consider now the case where γ is a special point of order k. Let N → Mγ be
the normal bundle of Mγ in M . Denote by ζ the action of exp(JG/k) on N (the
action is vertical). Denote by ζˆ the element of Spin(N ) above ζ provided by the spin
structure. We choose the orientation oN on N associated to ζˆ. We orient Mγ by the
quotient orientation of M and of N .
Definition 8.5. We define
µγ(z) = (−2iπ)dimMγ/2Aˆ(Mγ)(z)Cq(Mγ)(z)cwEM(γ, ζ ; τ,N , oN).
Here N = TM/TMγ is the normal bundle of Mγ in M .
Definitions 8.4 and 8.5 are very similar. However, in the non special case, the
normal bundle N is provided with a vertical action of S1, while in the special case,
we have only a vertical action of Z/kZ. The delicate definition of µγ(z) for special
element γ is already present in Bott-Taubes, where they construct a modified Witten
series of vector bundles on Mγ using the bundles Wi,q(V ) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Here
we have constructed explicitly µγ(z) as an holomorphic germ of equivariant form on
Mγ (giving the Berline-Vergne index formulae for the index of Bott-Taubes series at
z = 0.) Furthermore (if we are not mistaken) by our careful study of orientations,
compatible fixed point formulae are automatic and the classes depend only of the
image of γ in Eτ .
Theorem 8.6. (Rosu) Let b = (bγ) be an elliptic bouquet defined over U ⊂ Eτ .
Then there exist a holomorphic function I(c) defined on U and such that∫
Mγ
bγ(z)µγ(z) = I(c)(γ + z)
for any γ ∈ U and z sufficiently small.
Proof. The proof follows the scheme of the proof of Theorem 4.3. If the special
points contained in U are all reals (that is γ ∈ R), the theorem above follows from
the consistency of bouquet K-integration of sections of SKG(M). This is the starting
point of the proof of Liu [8] of the rigidity theorem.
So let γ ∈ C. Let
Iγ(z) =
∫
Mγ
bγ(z)µγ(z).
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We need to prove that, for y small, Iγ(y + z) = Iγ+y(z) as an identity of germs at
z = 0.
If γ is not special, from the definition of an elliptic bouquet, it is sufficient to
prove that, for y small, we have the identity µγ(y + z) = µγ+y(z) as an identity in
H[G](M
G). But this is clear: in fact Aˆ(Mγ)(z)Cq(Mγ)(y+ z) is independent of y and
z, and
cwZ(γ, J ; τ,N , oN )(y + z) = Tr(e
γJeR(y+z),W1,q(N ⊗R C))
Str(eγJeR(y+z), SN , oN )
is equal to
Tr(e(γ+y)JeR(z),W1,q(N ⊗R C))
Str(e(γ+y)JeR(z), SN , oN )
since JG acts trivially on M
G, using again 2.1.
The only delicate part of the proof is when γ is special of order k. Let ζ =
exp(JG/k), then Mγ = M(ζ), and for y 6= 0 small, Mγ+y = MG.
Let N0 be the normal bundle of MG in Mγ . Let N1 → Mγ be the normal bundle
of Mγ in M oriented by ζˆ, and N →MG be the normal bundle ofMG in M oriented
by J . Let oN0 the quotient orientation oN/oN1. This is also the orientation of the
orientation we have defined on TMγ and TM
G.
Decompose
TM |MG = T0 ⊕N0 ⊕N1|MG,
where T0 it the tangent bundle T (MG).
From the localization formula and the definition of the sheaf E llG(M, τ), it is
sufficient to verify that
(−2π)rkN0/2µγ(y + z)|MGEul−1(N0, oN0)(y + z) = µγ+y(z)
as an identity in H[G](M
G). So it is sufficient to prove that(
Aˆ(Mγ)(y + z)Cq(Mγ)(y + z)
)
|MGEM(γ, ζ ; τ,N1, oN )(y + z)Eul−1(N0, oN0)(y + z)
is equal to
(−i)dimN0/2Aˆ(MG)(0)Cq(MG)(0)EM(γ + y, ζ ; τ,N , oN)(z).
We use
Aˆ(Mγ)(y + z)|MG = Aˆ(MG)(0)Aˆ(N0)(y + z)
Cq(Mγ)(y + z)|MG = Cq(MG)(0)Cq(N0)(y + z)
and
Aˆ(N0)(y + z)Cq(N0)(y + z)Eul−1(N0, oN0)(y + z) = cwZ(y, J ; τ,N0, oN0)(z)
(deduced from Equation 7.1 by the Chern-Weil homomorphism).
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So factoring Aˆ(MG)(0)Cq(M
G)(0), it is sufficient to prove that
cwZ(γ, J ; τ,N0, oN0)(y + z)cwEM(γ, ζ ; τ,N1, oN1)(y + z)
is equal to
cwZ(γ + y, J ; τ,N , oN )(z).
The various equivariant curvatures R(y + z) restricted to MG are yJ +R(z).
So the equivariant form
z 7→ cwZ(γ, J ; τ,N0, oN0)(y + z)
is the image by the Chern Weil isomorphism of the invariant function
R 7→ Z(γ, J ; τ, N0, oN0)(yJ +R)
on so(N, J).
The equivariant form
z 7→ cwEM(γ, ζ ; τ,N1, oN1)(y + z)
is the image by the Chern Weil homomorphism of the invariant function
R 7→ EM(γ, ζ ; τ, N1, oN1)(yJ +R)
on so(N, J).
The equivariant form
z 7→ cwZ(γ + y, J ; τ,N , oN)(z)
is the image by the Chern Weil homomorphism of the invariant function
R 7→ Z(γ + y, J ; τ, N, oN)(R)
on so(N, J).
So the result follows from Theorem 7.17.

Consider the global section w = (wγ) with wγ = 1 for all γ ∈ Eτ . Then I(w) is a
global function on Eτ , so I(w) is constant. The value of I(w) at γ = 0 is exactly∫
M
Aˆ(M)(z)Ch(W1,q(TM ⊗R C))(z)
So we obtain that this integral is independent of z. This is Witten rigidity theorem.
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